
The Domaine de Ronchinne includes a sumptuous castle for an

authentic and cosy atmosphere as well as stunning views of the

forest of Maillen - all less than an hour drive from Brussels and

20 minutes from Namur, capital of Wallonia.

The hotel, divided in several buildings, counts 80 rooms:

The castle and its stables

The Gardener's house, a stunning building made of stone

The Insolites: unique lodgings including a bivouac, former

pheasantries, dorms, treehouse and loft cube

Restaurant and wellbeing

Bar and restaurant, hunting lodge, Gallic village

Ronchinne 25

Maillen - 5330

Phone number (main contact): +32

81 41 14 05

Telephone de reservation: +32 81 41

14 05

https://www.domainederonchinne.be
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 Domaine de Ronchinne (Maillen)

Ivan Verzar

So close to nature...



Panoramic terrace with stunning views on the region

Wide choice of sports activities (basket, golf, tennis, mountain

biking...)

E-bikes for rental

Wellness: Scandinavian bath, sauna, steam room, heated

swimming pool, massages

Charging station for electric cars (free)

The estate can also be booked for private events: it features 10

reception rooms, all recently renovated.

 

Crupet, one of the prettiest villages in Wallonia

The Annevoie gardens

Wépion's strawberry museum

Poilvache's medieval ruins

 

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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